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For the first time, we report that a single crystal of (K-
crypt)2Bi2 containing [Bi2]2- displays ultra-broad near-
infrared photoluminescence (PL) peaking at around 1190 nm 
and with a full width at the half maximum of 212 nm, 
stemming from the inherent electronic transitions of [Bi2]2-. 15 
The results not only add to the number of charged bismuth-
based species with luminescence, but also deepen the 
understanding of Bi-related NIR emission behavior and lead 
to the reconsideration of the fundamentally important issue 
on Bi-related PL mechanisms in some material systems such 20 
as bulk glasses, fibers, and conventional optical crystals. 
Heavier p-block elements could form fascinating structures 
such as anionic and cationic polyhedra.1-4 Bismuth, which has 
been called ‘the wonder metal’, is one of the most thoroughly 
investigated member of these elements.1-5 So far, a broad 25 
range of compounds containing bismuth polycations or 
polyanions have been successfully synthesized.1-4 In contrast 
to this rapid advance in the synthesis of novel bismuth 
structures, their optical properties, especially their 
photoluminescence (PL), have not attracted the attention they 30 
deserve. Recently, Sun et al. found that molecular crystals 
containing bismuth polycations such as Bi53+ and Bi82+ exhibit 
extremely broad near-infrared (NIR) photoluminescence,4a-4c 
suggesting that such systems with bismuth polycations have 
great potential for photonic applications.4 Interestingly, very 35 
recently it was found that substructures of Bi+ stabilized by 
zeolite Y frameworks also demonstrate peculiar NIR emission 
bands because of their intrinsic electronic transitions.5 
Insights obtained from the determination of the Bi distribution 
in these porous structures by high-resolution synchrotron 40 
powder X-ray diffraction coupled with detailed PL evaluation 
and quantum chemistry calculation of the Bi+ substructures 
have inspired great interest in the exploration of more generic 
evolution rules of the Bi oxidation states. This has raised new 
possibilities for the design and synthesis of novel photonic 45 
materials using charged elemental clusters as the optically 
active centers.5a However, all aforementioned Bi species were 
positively charged.4,5 As far as we are aware, up to now the 
PL properties of Bi polyanions have not been demonstrated 
experimentally, although a number of crystalline compounds 50 
containing such peculiar structural units have already been 
reported.3 It is noteworthy that many of these compounds with 
Bi polyanions absorb light in the visible range of the 
electromagnetic spectrum since they are colored, thus giving 
promise for unique optical properties. It is reasonable, 55 
therefore, to anticipate that some of the polyanions may turn 
out to be novel optical emitters, perhaps in important spectral 
ranges such as biological and/or telecommunication optical 
windows, due to their inherent electronic transitions. 
 In this communication, for the first time we report that a 60 
single crystal of (K-crypt)2Bi2 which contains [Bi2]2- 
polyanions displays ultra broad NIR emission at around 1190 
nm with a full width at the half maximum (FWHM) of 212 nm. 
The single crystal was characterized by single-crystal X-ray 
diffraction (XRD), diffuse reflectance spectroscopy, and PL 65 
measurements. Our results revealed that [Bi2]2- is a NIR 
emitter resulting from the characteristic electronic transitions 
from the excited levels to the ground level. The experimental 
results reported here require the reconsideration of the 
fundamentally important issue on Bi-related PL mechanisms 70 
in some material systems such as bulk glasses, fibers, and 
conventional optical crystals. 
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